DEFINITION
Ten-foot by 20-foot booth (10' x 20' / 3m x 6m) with aisles surrounding all sides of the exhibit

• The maximum height is 8' (2.44m). Booth presence (including signs/graphics) can be 12' (3.65m) with Show Management pre-approval.

• If you have any type of interactive display, you must have a 3' clearance from the aisle(s) to allow for crowds.

• Must show at least a 25% visual opening on all sides of the booth, as to not block your exhibiting neighbors

• All booths must be carpeted entirely due to safety and aesthetic reasons

• All exhibitors must bring a copy of their US Engineer-stamped plans on-site for the Fire Marshal, if appropriate. The Fire Marshal reserves the right to deny booth construction without these plans.

• Floor plans must be approved by HIMSS prior to going into production. Please send to exhibitors@himss.org for approval.

• **Hanging signs are not allowed for 10’ X 20’ Island Booths.**